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This paper aims at investigating the studying the supersonic plasma jets via poloidal 

magnetic fields in laboratory. Recent laboratory studies [1] and astrophysical simulations 

have shown the viability of observationally-detected poloidal magnetic fields to directly 

result in the collimation of outflows and the formation of jets in astrophysical accreting 

systems such as young stellar objects (YSO). Application of external magnetic field to a 

laser-generated plasma flows allows to investigate stable, large aspect ratio plasma jets 

which are relevant to a number of astrophysical cases. The experiments were conducted in 

laboratory LULI of Ecole Polytechnique in Palaiseau, France. The laser with pulse duration 

t= 0.6 ns and energy E=40 J was focused to 700 um focal spot at solid CF2 target in presence 

of 20 T poloidal magnetic field. The parameters of the plasma jets were studied by means of 

spatially resolved X-ray spectroscopy and Mach-Zehnder interferometry. The electron 

temperature Te and density Ne profiles of the plasma were obtained using the method [2]. It 

is shown that Ne decreases monotonically in the case without B-field, but demonstrates an 

extended density profile up to 10 mm when 20 T magnetic field is applied. While at the laser 

irradiated target surface Te peaks at 250-280 eV, at 3 mm distance it cools down to ~ 20 eV. 

Then, due to the impact of B field providing the collimation of the jet, Te and Ne are 

measured to keep at almost constant values along many mm’s along the jet. By the way, the 

role of angle between poloidal B field and jet disk has been studied. It is demonstrated that 

collimation of jet is high up to 20 degrees. 
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